Nitric Oxide Support
for healing the body and mind naturally!
Nitric Oxide Support is a product that was developed as a complementary therapy program that is accepted by
Doctors and Practitioners as an aid to support, restore and maintaining your body’s energy function.

Nitric Oxide
There is an often-underrated
molecule in our bodies that is so
critical, we can’t live without it. It
affects every bodily system and
directly links to the delivery of
blood throughout the body.
This amazing molecule is called
nitric oxide, and its production in
our body is a complex synthesis
that requires a combination of
essential amino acids.

Benefits of Nitric Oxide:
Nitric oxide is made by the body and permeates tissues in less than a second,
causing arteries to relax and expand so as to reduce blood pressure. Nitric
oxide signals immune cells to kill harmful bacteria and cancer cells and helps
brain cells to communicate with each other. Nitric oxide reduces the
inflammation of arthritis; it protects bones from osteoporosis, helps heal chronic
wounds, improves both male and female sexual functions, helps make antidepressants more effective, and reduces sun damage to the skin.
If the body does not make enough nitric oxide, you can experience fatigue,
reduced sexual performance, fibromyalgia, cardiovascular disease, high blood
pressure and even memory loss. Unfortunately, after age 40, the body’s
production of nitric oxide declines.
Sex, Nitric Oxide, and the Endothelium

When we are young, most of us
produce enough nitric oxide to
give our hearts, lungs, brains, and
muscles all the energy they need.
As we age, we can become less
adept at creating this critical
molecule, and our bodies suffer
because of it. Our bodies’ nitric
oxide levels affect the quality of
our lives so much that we should
not underestimate its
importance.

Nitric oxide is a very simple but important molecule. It is not the same
as nitrous oxide, or “laughing gas.” The nitric oxide story is no laughing matter;
it will determine how long you live. And it's an integral part of sex and heart
health.
Inflammation:
In many situations nitric oxide reduces inflammation, if not life-saving: when we
are injured, for instance, or when we have a virus or other infection. The body
naturally responds by rushing white blood cells to the area to begin damage
control.

To ensure you are successfully
maintaining healthy nitric oxide
production in your body, you
need to understand how it
happens and the steps you can
take to support its production.

Nitric Oxide Support
Our body’s production of nitric
oxide occurs equally through two
separate pathways. If one of
these pathways begins to
diminish, the other will pick up
the slack.

Instructions: The Nitric Oxide Support patch is to be applied to your body, (left
shoulder). It was developed to improve communication to body. Made to last for 3
days, then discard. Apply another patch and wear it for additional 3 days to increase
nitric oxide activities.

Repeat this procedure for 30 days to Improve Nitric Oxide Release.
If needed, continue with procedure for an additional 30 days.

VISIT US AT: www.biotechenergypatch.com
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